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S OPHOCL E S, I CHNE UTA E ( FR. 3 1 4 R ADT ) *
5 The marginal note cited by Radt cannot refer to this line, now that the fragment containing lines 1–6
has been placed at the foot of a column preceding col. i (Siegmann, RhM 116 (1973) 113–126). The
note stands to the left of the fifth from last line of col. ii (line 55) and so refers to line 29 or thereabouts.
12 [. . .] . ou! Hunt (who supplied mÒ!]xou!), ]lou! Siegmann (‘x kaum richtig’), Radt (‘sed L
incertissimum mihi quidem videtur’). A high dot on the edge of the papyrus, the right tip (not the apex)
of a letter, compatible with X but also with at least half a dozen other letters, but not, as Maltese rightly
says, with L.
15–17
§]g∆ oÈk ín »iÒmhn
[oÎt' í]n ye«n tin[' oÎt' §fhm]°rvn brot«n
[drç!]ai tÒd' ¶rg[on . . .] prÚ! tÒlman pe!e›n.
Radt’s text; Hunt’s supplements. Observe the similarity of 17 to A. Ag. 1635 drç!ai tÒd' ¶rgon oÈk
¶tlh! aÈtoktÒnv!.
At 17 Radt’s app. crit. reads: ‘œde suppl. Hunt, ±d¢ Snell probabilissime; oÈd¢ Vollgraff . . .,
longius spatio, ut vid.’ ±d¢ is not at all probable: ‘to do this deed and to dare (to do it)’ is insufferably
feeble. œde is inoffensive but lacks point. oÈd¢ has point and is commended by Ar. Thesm. 524–527
tãde går eﬁpe›n tØn panoËrgon | katå tÚ fanerÚn œd' énaid«! | oÈk ín »iÒmhn §n ≤m›n | oÈd¢
tolm∞!a¤ pot' ên.
But Radt (and Maltese too) says that there may be insufficient space for oÈd¢. They are mistaken.
The space occupied g[
]p is 26 mm. With the supplement -g[on oÈd¢] p- this space must
accommodate 8 letters. From the immediate context we can readily find sequences of 8 letters which
occupy no more than 26 mm.: 7 GGELV[B]RO, 8 NOUMAITE, 12 PORTIDVN, 13 NIXNO%KO, 14
MOUKAPH%, 16 RVNBROTV, 17 RO%TOLMH and MHNPE%EI (the 8 letters of HNPE%EIN occupy
only 23 mm.), 18 OUNEPEIP and (9 letters) EKPLAGEI%, 19 PANTELE%, 20 AGNOEINT and
OEINTADE, 21 EI%KUNHG. All depends upon the identity of the letters in question. The sequence
ONOUDE contains two omicrons and an epsilon, two of the most economical letters.
18 Radt reads the beginning as ]ÄÉOUN (‘ante apostrophum manifestum vestigium – accentus pot.
qu. litterae – mihi dispicere videor’). There is only the apostrophe, whose lower part (the ‘accent’) fails
to meet the upper curve, because a fibre of papyrus has been lost.
34 Dvriko[ Hunt, -ko[ Maltese, -kh[ Siegmann, Radt. The right leg of H would be too close to the
left leg. If O, there is a further faint trace of ink above. In spite of this trace, O is more likely.
41–42 marilokau]t«n at the beginning of 40 enables us to measure the gaps at the beginnings of
41–42. In 41 the E of ]EIVN will have stood directly under the U of marilokaut«n. So there are about
8 letters missing, not 6 (Hunt, Radt, Maltese). µ t«n Ùr]e¤vn (Wilamowitz) supplies 6; e‡t' oÔn Ùr]e¤vn
supplies 8. See Denniston, GP 419 (add Ph. 345). At the beginning of 42 there are 6 letters missing,
rather than 5 (Hunt, Radt, Maltese). The first visible letter is N (Hunt) or V (Siegmann), not M
(Siegmann): Radt and Maltese rightly deny M, but Maltese is wrong to deny V. (Maltese’s Plate does

* My reports of P. Oxy. 1174 are based on photographs, followed by inspection of the papyrus under the microscope. By
‘Siegmann’ I refer to E. Siegmann, Untersuchungen zu Sophokles’ Ichneutai (Hamburg 1941). Earlier editions to which I
refer may be found listed in S. Radt, TrGF 4 (Göttingen 1977), and E. V. Maltese, Sofocle, Ichneutae (Florence 1982). To
these should now be added Sir Hugh Lloyd-Jones’ Loeb edition of the fragments of Sophocles (1996). I am very grateful to
Sir Hugh for helpful comments on this paper. I shall not draw attention to places where he has adopted my proposals in the
Loeb edition; but I shall mention some in which he has not.
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not show the cross-stroke which rises to the left from the foot of the right vertical). yhr«]n
(Wilamowitz) supplies only 4 letters; %atÊrv]n supplies 6. Cf. E. Cycl. 100.
44 ke[¤meno! (‘E[, O[, V[ (vestigium accentus dispicere mihi videor)’ Radt). The ‘accent’ is almost
certainly the top, separated by surface damage from the bottom, of E.
45–50
45 [. . . .]!ou f≈nhma t∆! §p°kluon
[bo«]nto! Ùry¤oi!i !Án khrÊgma![in,
[!]poud∞i tãd', ∂ pãre!ti pre!bÊth[i
[!]o¤, Fo›b' ÖApollon, pro!filØ! eÈe[rg°th!
y°lvn gen°!yai t«id' §pe!!Êyhn dr[Ò]mv[i,
50 ên pv! tÚ xr∞ma toËtÒ !oi kunhg[°]!v.
Radt’s text; Hunt’s supplements. These are the opening words of Silenus, in answer to Apollo’s
appeal for help.
In 45 Hunt printed [Œ Fo›be], !oË fvnÆma<y>' …!, admitting that ‘Œ Fo›be is a rather longer
supplement than is expected’. It is far too long; and Œ Fo›be, !oË . . . !o¤, Fo›b' ÖApollon would be
unbearably repetitious. Hunt offered no comment on his alteration of f≈nhma t∆! to fvnÆmay' …!.
Diehl comments that ‘pluralis huius vocis usus a Sophocle alienus esse videtur’. Indeed, such a plural is
unwelcome: see the discussion of plural for singular in A. C. Moorhouse, The Syntax of Sophocles
(1982) 4–7. Of the other supplements listed by Radt most are too long; the two which are not are
unthinkable.
Those who accept t≈! are obliged to give it the sense ‘when’. Such a sense is unexampled.
Examples of t≈! fall into two classes: (i) = demonstrative oÏtv!, ‘thus, so’: ke›no! t∆! égÒreue H. Il.
2.330 (Ar.: y' Õ! uel d' Õ! codd.), 14.48 (g' Õ! uel y' Õ! pars codd.), Od. 18.271 (Ar.: y' Õ! uel d' Õ!
codd.); Il. 3.415 t∆! d° !' épexyÆrv …! nËn ¶kpagla f¤lh!a, Od. 19.234 t∆! m¢n ¶hn malakÒ!, Hes.
Theog. 892 t∆! gãr oﬂ fra!ãthn, Sc. 20 (= fr. 195.20 M–W) t∆! (P5: Õ! codd.) gãr oﬂ di°keito, 219
t∆! gãr min . . . teËjen, 441–442 t∆! <êr'> (Solmsen: t∆! J: tÒ!!hi cett.) ı m¢n ﬁax∞i . . . keklhg∆!
§pÒrou!en, 478–479 t∆! gãr min ÉApÒllvn . . . ≥nvj', A. ScT 483–485 …! . . . bãzou!in . . ., t≈! nin
. . . §p¤doi, Su. 68–70 t∆! ka‹ §g≈ . . . dãptv, 670 t∆! pÒli! eÔ n°moito, S. Ai. 841–842 t∆! . . .
Ùlo¤ato (spurious), plausibly conjectured in OT 510–511 t∆! (Lloyd-Jones: t«i(d') codd.: tvn P) ép'
§mç! frenÚ! oÎpot' ÙflÆ!ei kak¤an,1 Bacchyl. 5.31–33 t∆! nËn ka‹ <§>mo‹ mur¤a pãntai k°leuyo! . .
. Ímne›n, Parmenides 28 B (8. 21 DK) t∆! . . . ép°!be!tai; (ii) = relative …!, ‘as’: Ichn. 303 …!
aﬁ°louro! eﬁkã!ai p°fuken µ t∆! pÒrdali!;2, fr. 431 kãtv kr°mantai, !p¤za t∆! (Walker: t°v!
codd.) §n ßrke!in, Ar. Ach. 762 (Megarian) t∆! érvra›oi mÊe!, alabastron c. 480 B.C. (Beazley, Attic
Red-Figure Vase-Painters (19632 ) 306) ÉAfrodi!¤a kal°, tÚ! doke› EÈx¤roi, and three doubtful
passages in Aeschylus, ScT 637 étima!t∞ra t∆! éndrhlãthn, Su. 718 t∆! (t«!_'´ M) ín oÈ f¤lh, Ag.
242 pr°pou!a t∆! (Maas, Jahresber. Philol. Verein Berlin 41 (1915) 237 = K1. Schr. (1973) 38) §n
grafa›!. There is possibly a further example of t≈! at Ichn. 295, ] | t∆! §jef[, but since the immediate
surroundings are not available we cannot classify it.3
If t≈! is given its commonest sense, ‘thus’, it may be combined with [bo«]nto! (not the only
possible supplement, but a plausible one), on the model of the epic ke›no! t∆! égÒreue cited above (the
interposed §p°kluon causes no more awkwardness than at Tr. 1231 œd' ırçn fronoËnta). Then we
may look for a connective word in what precedes. It is unlikely that ]!ou represents ]! o, for elsewhere
the second hand adds accent and breathing to the genitive of the relative pronoun (80, 154). Maltese
1 See H. Lloyd-Jones and N. G. Wilson, Sophoclea (1990) 91.
2 We should write, rather, pãrdali!. See A. H. Sommerstein on Ar. Lys. 1015.
3 At 230–231 kat°kl[u]on | ımoË pr°pon k°leumã pv! kunhget[«]n Lloyd-Jones prints k°leum' ˜pv!. We might

consider k°leuma t∆!. The t≈! printed by Mette in A. fr. 17.40 (78c.4 Radt) is rightly ignored by Radt.
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observes that the ! could be e: all that is visible is a trace on the level of the line, with a slight upward
inclination to the right, which is found regularly in !, occasionally in e. He suggests §g∆ y]eoË. The
pronoun is unsuitable. I suggest §pe‹ y]eoË. There is room enough: E and I are narrow letters.
At the end of 47 Hunt’s may≈n provides a construction for tãd', but tãd' . . . may≈n does not
cohere well in sense with !poud∞i ∂ pãre!ti pre!bÊthi. Bignone’s bare›4 provides no construction for
tãd'. Walker’s p°ri gives an uncomfortable anastrophe, and calls for genitive not accusative. Steffen’s
mol≈n is rejected by Radt because ‘insolitus esset vocis tãde usus adverbialis (Steffen) vel localis’. The
objection is proved invalid by OT 1005 toËt' éfikÒmhn, ˜pv! . . ., OC 1291 ì d' ∑lyon ≥dh !oi y°lv
l°jai.5 But tãd' . . . mol≈n is a rather flat anticipation of 49 t«id' §pe!!Êyhn dr[Ò]mv[i. I suggest
tel«n (future), a verb often used to connote the execution of a command: Ai. 528 §ån mÒnon tÚ taxy¢n
eÔ tolmçi tele›n, OT 252 Ím›n d¢ taËta pãnt' §pi!kÆptv tele›n, Tr. 285–286 taËta går pÒ!i! te !Ú!
| §fe›t', §g∆ d¢ pi!tÚ! Ãn ke¤nvi tel«, OC 12–13 manyãnein går ¥komen . . . ìn d' ékoÊ!vmen tele›n,
465 …! nËn pçn teloËnti proj°nei, 503 éll' e‰m' §g∆ teloË!a, E. Or. 1670 (after a command from
Apollo) éll' eÔ tele›tai, pe¤!omai d¢ !o›! lÒgoi!, H. Od. 4.485 taËta m¢n oÏtv dØ tel°!v, g°ron, …!
!Á keleÊei!. The verb will suitably echo pantel¢! kÆrugma at 19 and (in view of eÈerg°th! in the next
line) will be suitably echoed by pantelØ! (Pearson: pro!telh! pap.) eÈerg°th! at 85.
In 50 (and in 74 and 171) ên should be changed to ≥n.
56 ta[. ‘The letters ta[ are on a small fragment which no doubt belongs to one of the first three
columns, and must on account of the paragraphi come from the bottom of col. ii; its location in this line
is, however, quite conjectural’ (Hunt). The fragment should be placed at the beginning not of 56 but of
57. It has been mounted upside down under the glass; and so it appears in Maltese’s Plate and my own
photograph. When placed the right way up it can be seen to exhibit the same worm-eaten outlines as a
section (attached to col. iii) of the margin between cols. ii and iii, opposite the end of 57. The letter
identified by Hunt as A is represented only by a short stroke descending from left to right. The surface
beneath the stroke is damaged, and A must remain very uncertain. What has not previously been
reported is a trace from the line below, a tiny high speck beginning at the point where the right tip of the
horizontal of t ends. So___
the fragment should be reported as
t.[
[ . ] . [.
Hunt proceeds: ‘If it is rightly placed, Fr. I will follow below, though whether in 24–5 [57–58 Radt]
or 25–6 [58–59 Radt] cannot be determined.’ Fr. I was read by Hunt as
I[
D[,
by Siegmann as
P[
F[.
Siegmann may be right to prefer P to I. I am less sure that he is right to prefer F to D. If Fr. I really
does belong to this column, then the trace which I have detected under the second letter of t . [ in 57
will be the second letter of 58, which should therefore be printed as beginning P . [.
62 po[i Hunt, p«[! Siegmann, Radt, pv[ Maltese. Radt and Maltese fail to note that Siegmann saw a
trace of the circumflex (which confirms that v not o is right). The circumflex extends just over the left
top of v, as at 141 ].«!, 365 t«ide.
78 paradeigmata Hunt, pa[r]adeigmata Radt, Maltese. The R is no longer present under the glass,
nor is it present in Maltese’s Plate. But it is present on my photograph. It stands on a small slip of
papyrus precariously attached to the line above – so precariously that it evidently became detached and
has now gone astray. This slip also preserves the upper right of the M of DAIMON in 79.
4 Atti della R. Accad. delle scienze di Torino 48 (1912–13) 778–779.
5 See KG 1.310 Anmerk. 6, Jebb on OT 788, Moorhouse, The Syntax of Sophocles 42. And compare Homeric tÒd'

ﬂkãnei! and the like (LSJ s.u. ˜de IV.2, P. Chantraine, Grammaire homérique 2 (1963) 44).
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In 80 the top right of % and the following OU (with rough breathing ñ and circumflex added by the
corrector) are preserved on another slip of papyrus, which is present in my photograph. The slip is no
longer in place under the glass, nor is it present in Maltese’s Plate. Yet neither Radt nor Maltese
registers that it is missing. Like the slip above, it has become detached, but I have found it: mounted
upside down at the top of this column after ]TV[ in 61. And that is where it can be seen in Maltese’s
Plate. And so now we have the explanation for Radt’s note on 62 ‘supra T notam Ñ scripsit corrector’,
and Maltese’s ‘spatio inter litt. U et T notam Ñ superscripsit P2, quam primus dispiciens supra T tamen
legit Radt’.
The explanation for this unhappy state of affairs is clear. From time to time the papyrus has been
removed from the glass, in order that various detached fragments might be located in places suggested
for them by Siegmann. Proof of this is that fr. 23a stands at the top of col. iii in my photograph, where
Siegmann (10–11) originally located it, before col. i in Maltese’s Plate, where Siegmann afterwards
located it (RhM 116 (1973) 123) and where it now stands under the glass. The papyrus has been
damaged during these operations. My photographs are taken from a negative made before this damage
occurred, Maltese’s from one made after it had occurred.
85 [Fo¤bvi t]' ênakti. The supplement seems inevitable. I detect a tiny speck at the bottom edge of
the papyrus, below the O of E]MOI in 84, compatible with the top of I. So FO]I[BVI.
110 aÎt' §!t‹ toËto m°tron [ . ]kme[. . .]m[ . ]non. So Hunt read the end. Pearson’s [§]kme[mag]m[°]non better suits the space and the sense than Hunt’s [§]kme[troÊ]m[e]non. Radt denies that either
supplement suits the traces, and Maltese appears to agree with him. Radt describes the trace before O as
‘pars infima litterae E, O , S, Y, B, L, A, ut vid.’. Siegmann, like Hunt, read N, and the trace is
compatible with the right end of the crossbar of N, which sometimes meets the right vertical not at an
angle but (having, as it were, finished its descent prematurely) horizontally. So e.g. 40 eN, 51 keimeNon,
70 diaNutvn, 99 apaNta, 102 ekeiNa, 116 keiNvn, 158 [p]th!!oNto!. After the O Siegmann read U%,
which I judge to be impossible (there is no trace, as there ought to be, of the foot of U), and denied that
N was possible. Radt read O[ . ] . [. The solitary visible trace is compatible with the end of a similarly
shaped crossbar. The right vertical of the N will have extended slightly lower than the left, as it
sometimes does.
115–116
éll' aÈtå mØn ‡x[nh te] x» !t¤bo! tãde
ke¤nvn §narg∞ t«n b[o]«n maye›n pãra.
The construction has caused unnecessary difficulties. Wilamowitz first (ap. Hunt) proposed to
punctuate after !t¤bo!, later (Neue Jahrb. f. d. klass. Altertum 29 (1912) 457 = K1. Schr. l (1971) 358)
after bo«n, and the latter punctuation is adopted by Lloyd-Jones. The construction was rightly explained
by Hunt (‘I take ‡x[nh . . . !t¤bo! as the subject of pãra and maye›n as epexegetic’) and (if I rightly
apprehend him) by Pearson, and the lines were rightly translated by Page (‘here are the very steps and
trail of Apollo’s cattle, clear to see’). For the epexegesis Maltese compares Tr. 223–224 tãd'
ént¤prvira dÆ !oi | bl°pein pãre!t' §narg∞. What also needs to be observed is that ‡x[nh te] x»
!t¤bo! tãde is an example of the diå m°!ou construction, comparable to E. Cycl. 604 aÈtÒn te naÊta!
t' épol°!ht' ÉOdu!!°a, Herc. 774–776 ı xru!Ú! ë t' eÈtux¤a . . . §f°lkvn, Hyps. fr. 60.13–14 (p. 40
Bond) Œ pr«ira ka‹ leuka›non §j ëlmh! Ïdvr | ÉArgoË!. See KG 1.80, West on Hes. Op. 406,
Diggle, ICS 6 (1981) 92 = Euripidea (1994) 208.
120 t¤! ı trÒpo! toË tãgmat[o!; (tropo! Hunt, troxo! Siegmann, Radt, Maltese). ‘Erhalten sind
nur die beiden nach rechts ausgehenden Enden des x’ (Siegmann 60). On the contrary, there is a third
trace, which would have to be the left lower tip of X. The distance between the two right traces is
shorter than normal for X, though not quite unexampled. But when account is taken of the larger
distance between the two lower traces, it is clear that X would be of a shape unexampled, squat and
elongated. Even if the left trace (which seals the matter) were not visible, I should identify the two right
traces as belonging to P rather than to X because they are the normal distance apart for the top and
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bottom of the right side of P. The upper trace is a little to the right of the lower, because the horizontal
will have projected a little beyond the vertical, as at 12 Portidvn, 42 Pa!in, 43 Paivno!, 50 Pv!, 54
eiPer, 155 Par, 169 Parvn, 218 Pedorton, 260 oPer, 303 Pordali!, 332 Poreuv. In any case,
trÒxo! toË tãgmato! (or prãgmato!, the corrector’s marginal variant) is an unbelievable expression
(trÒxo!, of the sun’s course, at Ant. 1065, cited by Siegmann, does nothing to justify it), and trÒpo! is
supported by OT 99 t¤! ı trÒpo! t∞! jumforç!;, E. Herc. 965–966 t¤! ı trÒpo! jen≈!ev! | t∞!d';, Ph.
390 t¤! ı trÒpo! aÈtoË;, Ar. Au. 94 t¤! ı trÒpo! t∞! trilof¤a!;, and Vesp. 30 tØn trÒpin toË
prãgmato!, the latter adduced by P. Shorey, CPh 13 (1918) 96.
122 !ump[epleg]m°na Hunt, ‘eher B als P’ Siegmann, hence !umb[eblh]m°na von Blumenthal
(Gnomon 18 (1942) 91) and Snell (according to Radt, who seems wrong to give him priority), accepted
by Radt. The trace is too long and flat for the top of B. I agree with H. Maehler, as reported by E.
Degani (Eikasmos 2 (1991) 97), that P is more likely; and I add that Hunt’s longer supplement better
suits the space.
135 t[ c. vi
!ig]çt', Œ pr[Ú toË . . . .uÄ. . ]atoi . The marginal variant !igçy' oi pro tou (which
could be right: cf. E. Or. 1283) guarantees pr[Ú toË, and Wilamowitz’s lal¤!t]atoi is more than ‘very
probable’ (Radt). I read pr[o] t[ou] l[ali!t]atoi. There are two high specks, not previously noticed,6
which I take to belong to the extreme right tip of T and the apex of L.
139 Hunt read ka‹ p«! ékoÊ![v mhden]Ú! fvnØn klÊvn; (cf. 299 ka‹ p«! p¤yvmai . . .;), Siegmann
(14, 61–62) kal«! ékoÊ![om' oÈden]Ú!, and this is accepted by Radt and Maltese. In the Addenda to
TrGF 3 (p. 571) Radt admits that the elision is ‘insolita’. It is unthinkable. The recent patronage of such
elisions by M. Hose, Hermes 122 (1994) 32–43, leaves me unmoved.
Siegmann claimed that there is space for only one letter between A and V. The papyrus has been
badly mounted under the glass. The part of the papyrus containing the right hand portion of the line
(from PV% onwards) has been allowed to overlap the part containing the beginning. The same fault is
present in 140, where the part containing IPIYOU overlaps the part containing EM. Since Hunt read
EMOIPIYOU without any indication of doubt over the O (which is not now visible), we may assume
that the two parts of the papyrus did not overlap when he handled it.
Siegmann’s KAL is impossible. The two traces which he identified as belonging to the left foot of A
and the right foot of L belong to the left and right feet of A. The right trace, as well as the left, is on the
same piece of papyrus which contains the K. This may be confirmed by looking at the verso of the
papyrus. We must assume that Hunt really did see a trace of I, which has now been masked by the
overlap. The high trace which follows suits the right upper tip of P.
The overlap continues in 141, where Hunt read EM[. .], Siegmann (followed by Radt and Maltese)
EM[ . ]. There will have been room for EM[OU] or EM[OI].
144–148
. . . cÒfvi, tÚn oÈde[‹]! p[≈po]t' ≥kou!en brot«n.
145
<%i.>
t¤ moi c[Ò]fon; fob[. . .] . ka[ . ] deima¤nete
mãlyh! ênagna !≈[ma]t' §kmemagm°na
kãki!ta yhr«n Ùny[. .]n [p]ã!hi !kiçi
fÒbon bl°ponte! . . .
The papyrus has a colon after c[Ò]fon, ‘unde notam interrogationis posui’, says Radt.7 Hunt himself
had remarked that ‘The punctuation apparently indicated by the papyrus is quite defensible (cf. e.g.
Aristoph. Acharn. 345 mÆ moi prÒfa!in) but less natural than that adopted’.

6 They are just visible in Maltese’s Plate, more clearly in Plate 34 of the 1st ed. (1971) of E. G. Turner, Greek
Manuscripts of the Ancient World, much less clearly in the 2nd ed. (1987).
7 Radt was anticipated by A. von Blumenthal, as Maltese observes, though not in the article to which he refers but in
Gnomon 18 (1942) 91–92.
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The Aristophanic passage exemplifies an ellipse very common in prohibitions: Ar. Nub. 84 mÆ mo¤
ge toËton, Vesp. 1179 mÆ mo¤ ge mÊyou!, Au. 145–146 mhdam«! | ≤m›n ge parå yãlattan, Alexis
132.1 Kassel–Austin mØ profã!ei! §ntaËyã moi, Ephippus 21.3 K.–A. mÆ moi br°fh, Pherecr. 67.4 K.–
A. mÆ moi fakoÊ!, Dem. 4.19 mÆ moi mur¤ou! mhd¢ di!mur¤ou! j°nou!. Variations on this are Ar. Lys.
922 mÆ mo¤ ge, E. Med. 964 mÆ moi !Ê, S. OC 1441, E. Ph. 532 (and often) mØ !Ê ge, Ion 1331 mØ taËta,
S. El. 369 mhd¢n prÚ! ÙrgÆn, Ant. 577 mØ tribå! ¶t'. See KG 1.330, 2.571, Schwyzer 2.707, P. T.
Stevens, CQ 39 (1945) 101. None of these has any affinity to a question t¤ moi cÒfon;.
One might say t¤ moi cÒfou; (H. Il. 21.360 t¤ moi ¶rido! ka‹ érvg∞!;, Men. Ep. 253–254 Sandbach
§mo‹ | t¤ paidotrof¤a! ka‹ kak«n;) or (because of preceding cÒfvi) t¤ cÒfvi; (see Studies on the Text
of Euripides (1981) 51). But t¤ moi cÒfon; appears to be unexampled.
We must read (with Hunt) to t¤ moi c[Ò]fon fob[e›!ye] ka[‹] deima¤nete . . .;. Radt and Maltese
reject these supplements because Siegmann has persuaded them that before ka[ there is a trace (which
Hunt did not see) of a vertical, indicating a letter such as I or N, and incompatible with E. The trace is on
a thin slip of papyrus which is now contiguous (at its narrowest end) with the part containing KA[, but
looks as if it may once have been separate from it (there is a clear break between the two pieces of
papyrus). We may doubt not only whether the slip is attached at the right angle but also (in view of
Hunt’s failure to report the trace) whether it belongs here at all. If the slip does belong here, the trace
could just as well be part of E as part of I or N, since it shows a very slight curve. But I judge it prudent
to disregard the trace altogether.
cÒfon fobe›!ye calls to mind fr. 61.2 ëpanta gãr toi t«i foboum°nvi cofe›, E. Ph. 269 ktÊpon
foboÊmeya, and the adjective cofodeÆ!. Note also 157–158 cÒfoi!i . . . [p]tÆ!!onto!.
In 147 Hunt read ont[. .]n and supplied ˆnt[e! §]n. The §]n is inescapable, but ˆnt[e! cannot be
right, for four reasons. (i) T is impossible. The letter is represented by a speck not quite as low as the
bottom of the right vertical of the preceding N. It is not low enough, and is too close to the N, to be the
tip of the vertical of T. In fact it is not the tip of a vertical but the bottom left arc of a rounded letter. (ii)
There is hardly room for more than two letters in the lacuna. (iii) kãki!ta yhr«n ˆnte! is impossible
Greek. At 153 we have kãki!ta yhr¤vn, and there would be no linguistic objection to kãki!ta yhr¤vn
ˆnte!, with a neuter predicate for the masculine participle (KG 1.53–54, 65), a structure little more
striking than Ar. Au. 366–367 t¤ m°llet', Œ pãntvn kãki!ta yhr¤vn, | épol°!ai payÒnte! oÈd°n . . .;.
But we cannot have kãki!ta yhr«n, whatever the gender of the participle. So Pearson’s kãki!ta yhr«n
ˆnt[a ké]n (in any case an impossibly long supplement) solves nothing. (iv) We do not want an
expression which feebly anticipates kãki!ta yhr¤vn at 153.
Siegmann’s ˆny[' …! §]n falls foul of objections (ii), (iii), (iv), and is unmetrical. But Y suits the
trace. The problems of syntax and space are solved by Walker’s unnoticed Ùny[¤', ‘foul bits of animal
dung’, an appropriately physical image after 146, ‘vile bodies moulded from wax’. The noun ˆnyo! is
Homeric and occurs in A. fr. 275.2. Another word for ‘dung’ occurs later (the marginal variant
p]eleyoi! bovn cited by Radt on 452). The diminutive, not attested, is at home in a satyr-play: like 153
yhr¤on, and E. Cycl. 185 ényr≈pion, 266–267 Œ Kukl≈pion, | Œ de!pot¤!ke, 316 ényrvp¤!ke, fr. 282a
Snell (Phot. A 1760 Theodoridis) éndr¤on, A. fr. 26 yhr¤on, fr. 78a.29 f[all¤]a, TrGF 20 Achaeus F
26.2 ÑHrakle¤<dion>, TrGF 43 Crit. F 19.39 xvr¤vi, TrGF 60 Astyd. F 3.2 kumb¤a. The diminutive
kÒprion, regular in prose, supplies an analogy. Similar abuse: Ar. Pax 790 !furãdvn épokn¤!mata,
Eup. 306 Kassel–Austin épopãthm' él≈peko!, Men. fr. 363 ı muÒxodo! g°rvn, Cic. De Or. 3.164
stercus curiae . . . Glauciam.
150 Hunt read diakonounte!: [ . ] . [ . ]at' ei[ . ]id[ . ]in monon (diakonoËnte!, [!]≈[m]at' eﬁ[!]id[e]›n mÒnon). The new scrap (P. Oxy 2081 (a) fr. 1), which he afterwards inserted in 149–51, provides
only the M and part of the A of !≈mat'. There was never any trace of the V. Nor is there any trace of the
% of !≈mat' which Siegmann purported to find. The correct report is not !vmat' (Radt, Maltese) but
[!v]mat'.
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193 oÈx‹ kal[Ú]n §pid[ Radt, Maltese, adopting OUXI (Siegmann) in preference to %UTI (Hunt). I
regard X as almost impossible. The high traces all appear to belong to a single horizontal, which is now
broken, because a fibre has been lost. The low trace which Siegmann identified as the tip of the right leg
of X is far too low. It must be (as Siegmann admitted it might be) the bottom of an acute accent on E in
194. Half way along the horizontal I detect what may be the juncture with a missing vertical. So T. The
first letter (only a curved top) could be E, O, %. If the first two letters are EU or OU, we get a metrical
sequence which may be compared with the puzzling 198 ∑ tãx' ıpÒtan ép¤h[i! (2 cretics?). But %U is
more appealing, since it gives an initial sequence of six shorts, like 178, 183, 186, 194, 195, 202
(compatible with dochmiacs, iambics, or proceleusmatics).
Everyone reports kal[o]n. But part of the O is preserved.
217 ı[. .]Ë fan . [. .]aitoi!in. Siegmann saw the accent. So (as Radt says) Hunt’s ı [d' o]È is out of
court. But Siegmann’s ı[mo]Ë fano[Ëm]ai to›!in will not do. The first person fanoËmai is ruled out by
the following éll' §g∆, as Radt observes, and fane[›t]ai (fan[e›t]ai Hunt) suits the traces just as well
(F is well nigh certain, and E, a mere speck at mid height, is as likely as O). And ı[mo]Ë is improbable,
since we should not expect this word to be given an accent: it does not have one at 231, 233, 238. So
either ˜[d' a]Ô (aË as at 119, 121, 124 bis, 306, 312) or ˜[d' e]Ô (as 170 eË). It is hard to see how ˜[d'
a]Ô fane[›t]ai to›!in would suit the context. As a long shot I hazard ˜[d' e]Ô fane[›t]ai, as a mistake
for e]Èf<r>ane[›t]ai. LSJ cite the middle from Xen. Symp. 7.5; for future middles as passives see KG
1.114–116.
223–226
t¤! metã!ta!i! pÒnvn,
oÓ! prÒ!yen e‰xe! de!pÒthi xãrin f°rvn,
225
u . .ino! aﬁe‹ nebr¤nhi kayhmm°n[o]!
dorçi xer[o]›n te yÊr![o]n eÈpal∞ f°rvn . . .;
Radt’s text. At the beginning of 225 Maltese’s Ïpoino! is admirable. At the end of 226 I suggest
for«n for f°rvn (note f°rvn at the end of 224), as at E. Ba. 496 tÒnde (sc. yÊr!on) . . . for«. For the
propriety of fore›n and its frequent confusion with f°rein see Lobeck, Phrynichus (1820) 585–587,
Cobet, Coll. Crit. (1878) 205–206, Barrett on Hi. 316.
I should punctuate (differently from previous editors) with a question mark after 224. Lines 225–
228 are a statement explaining the nature of the previous pÒnoi, which have now been replaced by
newer ones.
238 [k]lhd∆n ımoË pãmfur[t]' §geitn[i (Hunt, Radt, Maltese). The phraseology does not inspire
confidence; the context is too defective to help. I do not believe that [k]lhdvn is possible. The first
trace is a speck level with the crossbar of H. It is not compatible with L. Even if it were, there would not
be space for K before it. HD is certain. Then there is a gap of at least one letter before a detached scrap
of papyrus. The size of the gap can be established by reference to 237, where a similar gap
accommodated A and part of U, and by reference to 239, where the apex of the second l and the top of
the left arc of v must be aligned above the lower traces of these letters in the non-detached papyrus. The
detached scrap has been mounted about 3 mm. too far left – and so it is shown in Maltese’s Plate and
my photograph. And this has misled Maltese into marking a gap of only one letter, not two, after khruk[
in 236. After the gap, no trace of V, NO very doubtful, MOUPA certain, M wholly uncertain, F almost
certain, UR possible, the apostrophe certain, EG possible. I should report the line as [( . )] . hd[ . ( . )] . .
moupã . fur[ . ]' egeitn[.
I doubt if ‡]lh d[Òmvi] mou (Lloyd-Jones) is right.
242 no[. . . . . . . . .]netipoeit' énait¤an (Hunt, Radt, Maltese). no[ was reported by Hunt; Radt and
Maltese print it without qualm. Presumably it stood on a detached scrap. I cannot identify it on any of
the five scraps now mounted just beneath this column.
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‘I should like to read t¤ nÊmfh]n §ptoe›t', but though the supposed p of poeit may well be t (or g),
p for ti is not possible. A fair sense, however, is obtainable with ¶ti poe›t', “what will you do next to an
innocent nymph?”’ (Hunt). But t¤ ¶ti poe›te does not mean ‘what will you do next?’
Hunt’s reading has one vertical too many. I cannot reconcile TIP with the three verticals visible;
and I see nothing to suggest that another may have been lost. And I believe that O is Y, whose upper
part has been rubbed away. The top of the letter is flat (compatible with the crossbar of Y, unusual for
the top of O) and I detect traces of both of the upper sides rising from it. ye›t' énait¤an is conceivable,
‘would make blameless’, whether ye›t' is 2nd plural aorist active optative or 3rd singular aorist middle.
Can we now make sense of what precedes?
If Y, the letter before it is likely to be I. We need a short vowel, and the only other possibility is U,
which gives -uye›t', not a promising sequence. If I, the letter before it could be T, and the letter before
that could be U. This last descends below the line (as U usually does) and stands at exactly the correct
distance apart from T. Before U, the left arc of a curved letter, compatible with O. I hazard í]n o È
tiye›t' énait¤an, ‘you/it would not make blameless’ (tiye›te or tiye›to).
I have also contemplated ín aﬁt¤an. But I should expect the words to have diacritical marks to
indicate the division (as 239 an ãllv!). Feminine énait¤a is supported by A. Ch. 873, and metait¤a
Tr. 447, A. Ch. 100, parait¤a A. Ch. 910.
243–244 nÊmfh bayÊzvne p[aË!ai xÒlou] | toËd' (Hunt’s text, Murray’s supplement). ‘Nach dem
P[ am Ende sind noch Buchstabenreste: O eher als A, danach ist I sehr wohl möglich. Also etwa: poi[ou
telo!] toud'’ (Siegmann 17). ‘post P vestigia duarum litterarum dispexit Siegmann; prioris nihil manet
nisi punctulum, alterius infima pars hastae verticalis infra lineam protrudentis; spatium inter P et hanc
litteram tam angustum ut vix alii litterae atque O sufficere videatur (certe A legi posse negaverim);
OU[?’ (Radt).
The traces are compatible with PAU[. The ‘punctulum’ is a speck on the edge of the papyrus, not
quite as low as the foot of the right leg of P. This is where we find the left tip of A at (e.g.) 19
PAntele!, 43 PAivno!, 71 PAtrikan, 72 PAi, 116 PAra. The second trace is too low to be the right
bottom tip of A. But it is the correct distance below the line to be the bottom tip of U. The vertical of U
sometimes slopes slightly to the left as it descends, and sometimes it ends in a tail which curves back
even further to the left. At 121 AU, 124 the second AU, and 165 tAUt', the tail of U extends back as far
as the right bottom tip of A. In these three places the distance between the left tip of A and the foot of U
is no greater than the distance between the traces in 243. Even at 368 pAUou, where the U does not
curve left, the distance is scarcely greater.
247 mÆ me mØ procal[. The scribe wrote MDEMEMH, and the corrector deleted DE by writing a line
above the letters. Hunt’s supplement mÆ me mØ procal[ãjhi! kako›! (or Lloyd-Jones’ mÆ me mÆ me
ktl.) would be appealing, were not the space available in the corresponding line of the antistrophe, 294
tondaf[ non plus xii ], too short to admit a supplement 2 (1) 2 1 2 2 1 2. Perhaps the corrector
deleted too little. mÆ me procal[ãjhi! would be an ithyphallic, like 331 ~ 373. The verb needs no
qualification: Ar. Lys. 275 ép∞lyen écãlakto! (S épayÆ!, étim≈rhto!).
283 [. . . . . . .]t . .[. . .]' §!ti toË patrÚ! y°!ei.
Cyllene has just narrated the miraculously rapid growth of the infant son of Zeus and Maia. The
preceding line, . . . toiÒnde pa›da yh!aurÚ! !t°gei, appears to bring this part of her narrative to an end.
Hunt read the first visible traces as ]t . .[, and filled the lacuna which follows with [t' ¶t]'. Murray
completed the line with [du!eÊre]tÒ! [t' ¶t]' (which Hunt accepted), Pearson with [katã!xe]to! [d'
¶t]'. Neither adjective has any appeal: ‘And he is still hard to find / held back’ is not a natural way for
the narrative to proceed. Vollgraff’s [kén°ndu]tÒ! [g' ¶t]' (‘adhuc veste caret’, Mnem. 42 (1914) 172)
and Walker’s [ı m¢n !ta]tÒ! [g' ¶t]' (‘He indeed still abideth by the cave’) are unthinkable.
‘]TO%[ ist richtig’ (Siegmann). The first doubtful letter may well be O (there survives only a brief
trace, compatible with the top of an arc, slightly lower than the horizontal of T). But the next (there
survives a very short stroke, with the very slightest downward inclination from left to right, a little
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higher than the horizontal of T), although compatible with the top of %, is probably not %, because, as
Hunt himself observed, ‘the supposed ! is a little too far apart from the o’.
What is the meaning of toË patrÚ! y°!ei? According to Pearson, ‘y°!ei, which does not occur
elsewhere in tragedy, is probably rather disposition than command’. Perhaps y°!i! does occur elsewhere
in tragedy. I have printed it at E. El. 1262–63 ·n' eÈ!ebe!tãth | cÆfou beba¤a t' §!t‹n §k toÊtou y°!i!
(cÆfou . . . y°!i! Tucker: c∞fo! . . . yeo›! L; §k toÊtou Pierson: ¶k te toË L). The expression cÆfou
y°!i! reflects the regular c∞fon t¤ye!yai (El. 1266 c∞foi teye›!ai, LSJ s.u. t¤yhmi A.5).8
Another regular application of the verb t¤ye!yai is to the giving of a name: A. fr. 6.1 ˆnoma
yÆ!ontai, E. IT 499, Ion 75, Hel. 149–150, Ph. 12–13, 636–637, Erecth. fr. 65.73 Austin, Ar. Nub. 65,
67, Au. 809–810, 817, fr. 342 Kassel–Austin, H. Od. 18.5, 19.403, 406, h. Dem. 122. And the noun is so
applied in Pl. Crat. 390D ≤ toË ÙnÒmato! y°!i!, 397B, 401B.
Since it is appropriate that the infant should now be named, I suggest [ÑErm∞! d¢] toÎ[nom]' §!t‹ toË
patrÚ! y°!ei. The letters OU are compatible with the traces. I take the second trace as belonging to the
right arm of U, which often rises a little higher than the left arm. The trace (as I have earlier described it)
is compatible with the slight curve in which the right arm of U sometimes ends: as at 105 taUthi, 156
oU, 174 trizUgh!, 177 Upekrige!, 184 [o]Uria!, 211 ejUpel[, 224 oU!, 261 aUtvi, 267 krUf[,9 299
toU, 306 ejeUroU, 312 aU, fr. 24.3 ]jUna[. The accent stands on the first vowel of the diphthong, as is
usual in this papyrus: 108 tÚupi!hmon, 114 ei!akÒuv, 119 tÒumpalin (not tÚu-, as Radt reports), 207
plÒu[t, 210 Òu ti, 259 ˜unek', 309 tÒujv.
For the phraseology compare E. Ion 260 Kr°ou!a m°n moi toÎnom', Hel. 87 ˆnoma m¢n ≤m›n
TeËkro!, IA 827–828 KlutaimÆ!tra d° moi | ˆnoma. The construction toË patrÚ! y°!ei, ‘by the
father’s giving (of the name)’, is analogous to dÒ!i! with genitive of the giver, as fr. 646.5 da¤mono!
kakoË dÒ!i!, A. Ch. 782 !Án ye«n dÒ!ei, E. Tr. 925 Pallãdo! . . . dÒ!i!.
316 [§nÆlata jÊla tr¤gomfa diat]Òrv! §re¤detai
The supplement derives from Poll. 10.34 m°rh d¢ kl¤nh! §nÆlaton ka‹ §p¤klintron ÍpÚ
ÉAri!tofãnou! eﬁrhm°non (Eccl. 907, fr. 41 Kassel–Austin). %ofokl∞! d' §n ÉIxneuta›! !atÊroi! (-vn
codd.) ¶fh (fr. 293 Nauck, 315 Pearson) “§nÆlata jÊla tr¤gomfa diãtoro! ereitai de”.
Robert’s jÊl' <…!> and Radt’s jÊla <ge> are metrical makeshifts which carry no conviction. Neither
Radt nor Maltese (who follows Robert) mentions Walker’s §nÆlat' êjul' ért¤gomfa, an elegant and
economical remedy for the metre, which has the further merit of eliminating two linguistic oddities,
adjectival §nÆlata (always elsewhere a noun), and the three bolts (tri- in such a compound as
tr¤gomfa cannot merely intensify, as in trig°rvn, tr¤doulo!, cited by Pearson, but must be taken
literally). Walker compared ért¤kollo! (A. ScT 373, Ch. 580, S. Tr. 768).
But Walker (and, in part, Ferrante, who accepted this conjecture) misinterpreted: ‘Hermes is
represented as pressing loudly on certain crossbars, not made of wood, tightly bolted: these crossbars
are clearly the strings of the lyre’ (p. 538). First, §nÆlata must be subject, not object, of §re¤detai (see
Studies on the Text of Euripides 104–105). Rightly Ferrante: ‘Staggi . . . sono infissi’. Second,
diatÒrv!, ‘piercingly’, qualifying §re¤detai, cannot refer to noise. Wrongly Ferrante: ‘sì da produrre
un suono melodioso’. Third, §nÆlata are unlikely to be strings. §nÆlata are ‘things driven in’, such as
‘rungs’ which are driven into the sides of a ladder (E. Su. 729, Ph. 1179), ‘linchpins’ which are driven
into axles (E. Hi. 1235), and ‘slats’ (in Pollux’s citation) which are driven into the frame of a bed.
The likely sense of §nÆlata and of diatÒrv! is indicated by h. Herm. 47–48, where Hermes makes
a lyre by fixing stalks of reed to a tortoise shell, apparently through holes which he has pierced in the
shell, to serve as supports for the arms (pÆxeiw). The text is not certain, but the general picture is clear:
p∞je d' êr' §n m°troi!i tam∆n dÒnaka! kalãmoio | peirÆna! (tetrÆna! Matthiae) diå (katå Allen)
8 The noun is also found in lyric: Alc. 204.6 L–P, Pi. Ol. 3.8.
9 I should supply kruf[a¤v!, in preference to kruf[a¤an Hunt, kruf[a›o! Radt. And, later in this line, read not !t°]ghn

but !t]°ghn (the tip of the upper stroke of e is visible).
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n«ta diå =ino›o (kratair¤noio Barnes cl. Hdt. 1.47.3, diatrÆtoio Ludwich) xel≈nh!. The reed used
for these supporting slats is mentioned at S. fr. 36 kãlamo! . . . lÊra! and Ar. Ran. 233–234 dÒnako!
˘n ÍpolÊrion | ¶nudron §n l¤mnai! tr°fv. Aratus, Phaen. 269, refers explicitly to the piercing of the
shell (§tÒrh!e). And pierced tortoise shells, remnants of lyres, have been found. See P. Courbin, BCH
Suppl. 6 (1980) 93–114, T. Hägg, Symb. Osl. 64 (1989) 37, M. Maas and J. M. Snyder, Stringed
Instruments of Ancient Greece (1989) 36, 94–95, M. L. West, Ancient Greek Music (1992) 56–57. The
epithet êjul', as Sir Hugh Lloyd-Jones observes to me, perhaps helps to stress the difference between
the new style of lyre and the kithara, whose soundbox was made entirely of wood (Maas and Snyder 66,
181, West 50–56).
325–337
325
ka‹ toËto lÊph[!] ¶!t' êke!tron ka‹ paracuk[t]Ær[io]n
ke¤nvi mÒnon, xa[¤]rei d' élÊvn ka¤ ti pro!fvn[
jÊmfvnon: §ja[¤]rei går aÈtÚn aﬁÒli!ma t∞! l[Ê]ra!.
oÏtv! ı pa›! yanÒnti yhr‹ fy°gm' §mhxanÆ!ato.
Xo.
330

335

< x >ocãlaktÒ! ti! ÙmfØ katoixne› tÒpou,
preptå < - > dØ tÒnou fã!mat' ¶g xvr' §panyem¤zei.
tÚ prçgma d' oper poreÊv bãdhn,
‡!yi tÚn da[¤]mon', ˜!ti! poy' ˘!
taËt' §texnÆ!at' — oÈk êllo! §!t‹n kl[opeÁ!
ént' §ke¤nou, gÊnai, !ãf' ‡!yi.
!Á d' ént‹ t«nde mØ xalefy∞i! §mo‹ <mh>d¢ du!forhy∞i!.

[!tr.

In 326 the papyrus has aluivn, Aeolic for élÊvn according to Et. Ma. 254.17, preferred to élÊvn
at H. Od. 9.398 by tin¢! t«n palai«n according to Eust. ad loc.10 ‘The unfamiliar sound is regarded as
a sign of distraction’, says Pearson, who translates ‘he is crazy with delight’. The idea and the language
are insipid. 11 F. Bucherer’s éyÊrvn (BPhW 32 (1912) 1107–08) suits both the child at play (t¤! d' oÈx‹
xa¤rei nhp¤oi! éyÊrma!in; E. fr. 272) and the music which he is playing, and provides a proper
complement for pro!fvn[«n m°lo! (-«n Hunt, m°lo! Wilamowitz). The two participles represent the
two aspects of Hermes’ musical activity. Bucherer compared h. Herm. 485 (the lyre) =e›a !unhye¤hi!in
éyurom°nh malak∞i!in, h. Pan 15 (Pan plays on his pipe) donãkvn Ïpo moË!an éyÊrvn. He might
have observed that the lyre is called an êyurma at h. Herm. 32, 40, 52. Further illustration: Alc. D 12.3–
4 L–P éyÊrei . . . bãrmo!, Pi. Isth. 4.42–43 pç!an Ùry≈!ai! éretån katå =ãbdon ¶fra!en | ye!pe!¤vn
§p°vn loipo›! éyÊrein, Bacchyl. 9.87 Mou![çn . . . êy]urma, ‘Bacchyl.’ AP 6.313.3 (Page, Further
Greek Epigrams 548) §n éyÊrma!i Mou!çn, TrGF adesp. 646a.21 (satyr play) ≥yuron §g∆ n°o!
êntroi[! (‘carmina lusi?’, Kannicht–Snell), Ap. Rh. 3.949–950 ¥ntin' éyÊroi | molpÆn, Anacreontea
43.10–11 katå phkt¤dvn éyÊrei | prox°vn l¤geian Ùmfãn.
Bucherer’s conjecture was approved by Maas (BPhW 32 (1912) 1429 = Kl. Schr. 53), who proposed
to punctuate before, not after, jÊmfvnon (‘das als Epitheton zu aﬁÒli!ma ebenso willkommen wie
neben ti pro!fvn«n m°lo! überflüssig ist’). What then elates Hermes (§ja¤rei 327) is not merely the
sound of the lyre but the responsiveness of the lyre to his own voice. The postponement of gãr is
acceptable (Denniston, GP 96), and is a small price to pay for avoidance of the disagreeable
combination pro!fvn«n . . . jÊmfvnon.
10 See W. Schulze, Quaestiones epicae (1892) 310–311, P. Chantraine, Grammaire homérique 1 (1958) 372, Schwyzer

1.686. W. Vollgraff (Mnem. 42 (1914) 174–175) even wished to retain it here.
11 The entry in LSJ s.u. élÊv I.6, ‘from joy or exultation’, should be taken with a pinch of salt.
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If, as I believe, Doric Ùmfã (Hunt) 12 should be restored in 329, we should also restore §texnã!at' in
334, an unnoticed proposal of Walker.13 The genitive in the phrase katoixne› tÒpou is the same as at E.
Med. 838 x≈ra! (Reiske: x≈ran codd.) katapneË!ai.
Of the six supplements listed by Radt for the initial syllable of 329, the first five (Ùry- Murray, éprWilamowitz, Íp- Walker, ép- Steffen (anticipated by Pearson), kal- Snell) are less choice than the
sixth, ım- (A. von Blumenthal, Hermes 71 (1936) 453–454). The ‘voice twanged in unison’ is the voice
of the lyre, twanged in unison with that of Hermes. This neatly picks up the thought of 326–327, and
ımocãlakto! echoes jÊmfvnon. Lloyd-Jones’ <xer>ocãlakto! would also serve well enough.
Von Blumenthal himself took Ùmfã to refer to the voice of Hermes, alleging that this noun is not
elsewhere used of the sound of a musical instrument. He has overlooked Bacchyl. 14.13 fÒrmiggo!
Ùmfã and Pi. fr. 52c.94 aÈl«n Ùmfãn. The sound of the lyre is commonly described in terms more
properly applicable to the voice (boÆ H. Il. 18.495, Pi. Pyth. 10.39, E. Erecth. 65.8 Austin, Hyps. I.iii.10
(p. 27 Bond), Ar. Thesm. 125; g∞ru! Pi. Ol. 3.8; §nopÆ E. Ion 882; fyÒggo! h. Herm. 484, E. Herc. 350;
éoidÆ E. Cycl. 40, Med. 425; molpÆ E. Herc. 684); and the sound heard from the cave has already been
described as a fy°gma (260, 284, 299, 328), g∞ru! (297), and fvnÆ (300). The verb calã!!v, whether
we connect it with cãllv, cayãllv, ‘touch lightly’ (LSJ), or with chlafãv, ‘touch, stroke’
(lexicographers cited by Pearson on fr. 550), is appropriate only to the lyre (Lyc. Alex. 139 calãjei!
. . . neurç! ktÊpon). A ‘voice twanged / stroked in unison (with the lyre)’ would be a banal locution.14
In 330 Hunt read dia and proposed <d' aÔ> diå; Vollgraff proposed <t' î> diå. If diå were right, it
would be the only instance of resolution in either strophe or antistrophe. Siegmann’s dh is likely to be
right. The obvious supplement is <d' ≥>dh. For the blend of images in preptå . . . tÒnou fã!mata see
Diggle, PCPS 15 (1969) 41 = Euripidea (1994) 12, C. P. Segal, ICS 2 (1977) 88–96. With ¶gxvr'
§panyem¤zei compare Ar. Nub. 1173–74 toËto toÈpix≈rion | étexn«! §panye›.
In 332 the words tÚ prçgma d' oper (˜per the corrector) poreÊv bãdhn give neither adequate
sense in themselves nor coherence with the words which follow. That ‘oper in der Luft schwebt, das
transitive poreÊv ebenso, das doch nur etwas wie di≈kv oder p°mpv bedeuten kann, bãdhn auch nicht
paßt’ says Wilamowitz (NJhrb 29 (1912) 462 n. 5 = Kl. Schr. I. 365 n. 4), with every justification. A
contorted interpretation is devised by Pearson (who prints oÂper, considered but rejected by Hunt). Page
treats poreÊv as if it were intransitive (‘But here’s the point I am slowly coming to —’), Lloyd-Jones
(accepting oÂper) treats it as transitive (‘But here’s the matter to which I’m slowly bringing you’) but is
obliged to insert an unwarranted ‘you’.15
I suggest tÚ prçgma d' œiper poleÊv bãdhn: ‘But as for the business on which I am tramping
around’ (i.e. the search for the tracks of the oxen). The clause is a loosely prefixed accusative of
12 In Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta Papyracea nuper Reperta (1912), and so anticipating Pearson, to whom

Maltese ascribes the change.
13 The metre of 329–337 ~ 371–377 [-379] is lyric iambics, like 243–250 ~ 290–297, and Doric a is attested at 245

mãxa!, 250 aÈdã[n, 377 tç[!d'. It is hard to accept, alongside these, nÊmfh (nÊmfa Hunt, ‘sed fort. Sophocles formam
Doricam eo consilio evitavit, ne quis more Homerico nÊmfa legeret’, remarks Radt, with the approval of Maltese; but
Sophocles was not writing for readers), 329 ÙmfÆ, 334 §texnÆ!at'. Perhaps we should also restore profãna! for profÆna!
at 76, in the same context as 71 patrikãn. The Attic forms at 177 mãthn and 185 par°bh! can stand, if these are non-lyric
anapaests. And 71 g∞r[un, 250 §gÆru!e, 297 g∞run (Hunt restored Doric a in all three places) are acceptable, as Radt
observes. Finally 289 bo∞!, which Hunt printed as part of a line of lyric, then changed to boç! in 1912 (see above, n. 12), has
now been plausibly located in an iambic trimeter (Siegmann 25–26).
14 S Pi. Ol. 3.11 !Êmcalma (cited by von Blumenthal), of the concord of voice and instrument, does not help. His
alternative proposal, to retain Ùcãlakto! as equivalent to ımocãlakto!, by analogy with Hesych. O 161 ˆyroon:
ımÒfvnon, !Êmfvnon (a formation like Homeric ˆtrixa! oﬁ°tea! Il. 2.765, ˆpatro! Il. 11.257, 12.371, and other Hesychian
glosses Ùgã!tvr, ˆzuge!, ˆjulon: see Schwyzer 1.433, P. Chantraine, Dictionnaire étymologique de la langue grecque
(1968) 770) is absolutely to be rejected. Irregular correspondence of cretic and iambic metron (371) is unbelievable.
15 The conjectures of J. M. Stahl in this passage (RhM 68 (1913) 308–309) are rightly condemned by K. Münscher
(ibid. 69 (1914) 184–188). And Vollgraff’s poreÊei! (Mnem. 42 (1914) 176) solves nothing.
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reference, like OT 216 ì d' aﬁte›!, 936 tÚ d' ¶po! oÍjer«, Phil. 863 tÚ d' èl≈!imon §mçi front¤di, E.
Hcld. 1024 tÚ går !«m', Hel. 684 tå d¢ <!å> . . . pãyea, fr. 360.43 §ke›no d' o tÚ ple›!ton §n koin«i
m°ro!, perhaps Or. 1175 ˘ boÊlomai gãr.16 The verb poleÊein is found once in Homer (Od. 22.223
katå ê!tu poleÊein) and once in Sophocles (Ant. 341 ﬂppe¤vi g°nei poleÊvn).17 For the confusion of
r and l see Euripidea (1994) 469. The dative œiper is causal, here with a verb of motion as in Phil.
243–244 t¤ni | !tÒlvi pro!°!xe! tÆnde g∞n; (‘on what errand’ Jebb), OC 1280 œn xre¤ai pãrei, E. Su.
150 éra›! patr≈iai! (sc. YÆba! lip≈n), Ph. 1043 ¶ba | Puy¤ai! épo!tola›!in.18 bãdhn is now
combined with a suitable verb, and refers to the measured steps of the tracking satyrs: H. Il. 13.515–516
tr°!!ai d' oÈk°ti =¤mfa pÒde! f°ron §k pol°moio: | toË d¢ bãdhn épiÒnto! . . ., A. Pe. 18–19 ¶ban
. . . pezo¤ . . . bãdhn, Su. 886–887 êgei | êraxno! Õ! bãdhn, Hdt. 9.57.1 ∑ge bãdhn, Ar. Lys. 254 ≤goË
bãdhn, Xen. Anab. 4.6.25 oﬂ m°n . . . drÒmvi ¶yeon . . . Xeir¤!ofo! d¢ bãdhn taxÁ §fe¤peto, Cyr.
3.3.62 ı KËro! §pilayÒmeno! toË bãdhn drÒmvi ≤ge›to, Hell. 5.4.53 yçtton µ bãdhn ép∞lyon, Men.
fr. 689 Koerte tÚ dØ legÒmenon toËto žyçtton µ bãdhn . With the whole expression compare 80
tux[e]›n me prãgou! o drãmhm' §pe¤getai.
In 333 a parallel for ˜!ti! poy' ˜!, ‘strangely substituted for ˜!ti! pot' ∑n ˜!' (Pearson), is provided
by Ar. Ran. 38–39 …! kentaurik«! | §nÆlay', ˜!ti!.19
xalefy∞i! (336–337) is one instance among many of a middle verb with a passive aorist form (see
Schwyzer 1.757–758, Fraenkel on A. Ag. 1498), and this form recurs at Theogn. 155 (Stob.: xolvye¤!
codd.), com. adesp. 157 Kassel–Austin, Call. h. Dem. 48, Ap. Rh. 3.97. The only instances which have
been alleged of a middle du!foroËmai are two variant readings, which there is no good reason to
accept, in Xen. Cyr. 2.2.5 du!yetoÊmeno! (u.l. du!foroÊmeno!) and 2.2.8 §du!fÒroun (u.l. §du!foroËnto). It is therefore difficult to believe in a passive/middle aorist du!forhy∞i!. I prefer to believe that its
ending has been wrongly assimilated to that of xalefy∞i!, and to restore du!forÆ!hi!.
367 p[≈g]vni yãllvn …! trãgo! knÆkvi xlidçi! (knikvi Hunt, ka!kvi Radt, ka . kvi Maltese;
knÆkvi coni. Hunt, knhk«i Wilamowitz, ké!k«i Maltese, kauk«i Degani). A (Radt, Maltese) is
certain. Of the next letter the top is lost, but the bottom trace resembles no recognisable letter. I hazard a
guess that it is a letter which has been deleted by a cross-stroke, like 115 !ti_l´bo!, 174 _i´ei, 178
_e´ide!, 371 yeloi_!´, 400 _t´od, 444 hn_d´. If so, then the corrector (or the scribe himself) behaved
rationally, by offering kak«i (the i is apparently by the original scribe, but squeezed in as an afterthought). I say nothing of the third and fourth conjectures listed above. knÆkvi is impugned with good
reason by E. Degani (Eikasmos 2 (1991) 98–99), who rightly prefers (both to it and to his own
conjecture) knhk«i, an epithet regularly applied to goats: Thespis TrGF 1 F 4.2, Theoc. 7.16 (cf. 3.5),
Kaibel Ep. Gr. 1034.23, Agathias AP 6.32.4. It is applied to a beard by Cercidas, 7.13 Powell (Coll.
Alex. 209). In all these passages, except Ep. Gr. 1034, the Doric knakÒ! is found, and this form (presumably more familiar to scribes) perhaps lies behind the corruption ka . kvi.20
376 Radt and Maltese print dorã! [g' µ] épÚ (Walker, Ferrante) in preference to dorå! [µ] épÚ
(Wilamowitz). The latter, so far from being too short, as is alleged, suits the space perfectly, since both
% and A are almost totally contained in the lacuna. The g' is inept.
16 See KG 1.330–331, Schwyzer 2.88. Moorhouse, Syntax 21–22, prefers to take OT 936 and Phil. 863 as nominative;
that does not affect the issue.
17 LSJ and commentators take poleÊvn here as transitive (‘turning up the earth’), and some commentators compare
Hes. Op. 462 ¶ari pole›n, where again LSJ and commentators treat the verb as transitive, against its normal usage and
without strict necessity. Nothing prevents our taking poleÊvn as intransitive, with the dative constructed as at El. 704–705
ßkto! §j Aﬁtvl¤a! | janya›!i p≈loi!, Phil. 1027 pleÊ!any' •ptå nau!¤, H. Od. 4.8 ·ppoi!i ka‹ ërma!i p°mpe n°e!yai. See
KG 1.434, Schwyzer 2.162, Moorhouse 90.
18 For other causal datives see Pearson on 153–154 (159–160 Radt) and Index, III.299, KG 1.438–440, Schwyzer 2.167,
Moorhouse 89.
19 Prof. E. W. Handley refers me to another probable example of this ellipse at Men. Sic. 265.
20 knak«n in Thespis should perhaps be changed to knhk«n. These are hardly lyric anapaests.
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378–395
[
380

385

390

395

<Xo.>
<Ku.>
<Xo.>
<Ku.>
<Xo.>
<Ku.>

col. xv

dhgunh[
manivn .[
Œ pamponh[r
[ . ] . ai tãx' Ùrga[
[t]élhy¢! eﬁ . [
[. .]ou! gar[
[ı] pa›! klo[p
[. .]toi ponh[
[k]ak«! ékou[
[e]ﬁ d' ¶!t' élh[y
[o]È mØ tãd' [
[
t[
i[
.[
[
d[

Radt’s text. Column xv was originally constituted by Hunt from two separate fragments. These were
(i) the larger part, attached to col. xiv, containing line-beginnings (7–22 Hunt = 389–404 Radt), (ii) a
detached fragment of six line-beginnings, lacking one or two initial letters (1–6 Hunt = 384–389 Radt).
Hunt left a gap of one line between 6 and 7, but suggested that line 6 might be the continuation of line 7
(in which only the paragraphos is visible). Radt adopts this suggestion. Hunt subsequently identified
P. Oxy. 2081(a) fr. 2 (five line-beginnings) as belonging to this column, and he placed them (379–383
Radt) before his line 1 (384 Radt), where they appear to fit perfectly. He suggested that the first new
line (379 Radt) was the first line of the column. But, since col. xiv ends with the antepenultimate line of
an antistrophe (377 Radt), he was obliged to conclude that ‘what in the strophe was written in two lines
(xiii. 12–13 [336–337 Radt]) was here given in one’. This is a most unappealing conclusion. Siegmann
(20–21) suggested that col. xv began with the (missing) penultimate line of the antistrophe and that the
first line of fr. 2 is the second line of the column. His suggestion was accepted by Radt and Maltese. 21
Column xv is unlikely to have begun in this way, for two reasons. The first is not decisive, but the
second probably is. (i) Hunt was able to claim that, if his original lines 6 and 7 are combined in a single
line, the first line of col. xv (379 Radt) ‘will stand quite on a level or slightly above l. 1 of Col. xiv’.
But, if we add a further line at the head of col. xv, this column will start a line higher than col. xiv. (ii)
Line 379 was either not indented at all or, if it was, was indented by no more than one letter. The first
visible letter (D) stands above the second letter (A) of 380. Radt (in the arrangement printed above) has
indented the line not because it is so indented in the papyrus but in order to match his (and the
papyrus’s) indentation of the preceding lines. Maltese aligns 379 in the way that the papyrus aligns it,
except that he ought more correctly to have given its beginning as [ . ]D not D. But, if 379 was the last
line of the antistrophe, why was it not indented like the seven preceding lines of the antistrophe (371–
377) at the foot of col. xiv, which are indented by five letters? Is it likely that the scribe, when he passed
from the foot of col. xiv to the top of col. xv, omitted to indent the final two lines? It is not at all likely.
He did not omit to indent 216 and 297 which stand at the heads of their columns and are the final lines

21 And by W. Lange (RhM 108 (1965) 343), who vainly wished to identify fr. 27 as part of these first two lines. The two
lines, as restored by him, have at least one grammatical solecism and one impossible elision.
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of lyric passages.22 I conclude that 379 was not the last line of the antistrophe, and that it was neither the
first nor the second line of col. xv.
I suggest that 379–389 (fr. 2 + 1–6 Hunt) belong lower down the column, and that 391 (9 Hunt) is
the beginning of 386 (3 Hunt). I offer the following reconstruction:

<Xo.>
<Ku.>
<Xo.>
<Ku.>
<Xo.>
<Ku.>
<Xo.>
<Ku.>

[ . ]dhgunh[
manivn .[
Œ pamponh[r
[ . ] . ai tãx' Ùrga[
[t]élhy¢! eﬁ . [
[. .]ou! gar[
[ı] pa›! klo[p
t[ã] toi ponh[rã
kak«! ékou[
eﬁ d' ¶!t' élh[y
[o]È mØ tãd' [
d[

379
380
381
382
383
384
390/385
391/386
392/387
393/388
394/389
395

In 392 the letter identified as I by Hunt, Radt, and Maltese suits no less well the vertical of K. In 393
Hunt identified the first letter as U, Siegmann as T. There is a small trace at mid height and a higher
trace to the left of it. But this higher trace is on a fibre which has become misaligned, and so we cannot
tell to what part of what letter it belongs. Since the evidence of this trace (which will have prompted
Hunt’s U and Siegmann’s T) is unreliable, I regard E (compatible with the other trace) as possible. With
the supplement in 391/386 compare Ai. 268 tÒ toi diplãzon . . . kakÒn, 1350 tÒn toi tÊrannon, Phil.
637 ¥ toi ka¤rio! !poudÆ, 894 tÒ toi !Ênhye! . . . ¶yo!, OC 517 tÒ toi polÊ, 880 to›! toi dika¤oi!,
1187–88 tã toi kak«! | hÍrhm°n' ¶rga, fr. 941.1 ¥ toi KÊpri!,23 Blaydes on Ar. Lys. 919, Denniston,
GP 548.
If we work back from the end of the column, where the correct distribution of speakers in this
stichomythia can be clearly determined, we can establish the correct distribution for 383–395. Line 381
was evidently spoken by Cyllene. No trace of a paragraphos is visible under the beginning of the line;
had there been one, it would probably have been visible. But, if Cyllene also spoke 382, there must have
been a paragraphos under 382, and here I should not expect it to be still visible. The surface of the
papyrus, where it would have stood, is rubbed away. Almost certainly there was no paragraphos under
380. But there is a trace of a paragraphos under 379. So perhaps 379 was spoken by the chorus, and
380–382 were spoken by Cyllene.
Finally, consider the evidence of the marginal stichometric symbols. Now that Siegmann24 has
shown that the fragment of six lines (1–6 Radt) which Hunt located at the end of col. i must be located
before col. i, the symbol A appears, where we expect it, at line 100. But the symbol B was written
opposite the 103rd next line (201 Radt), then erased and written (by the original scribe) opposite the
105th next (203 Radt). The erratic numbering, and the scribe’s dilemma, are comprehensible. Line 105
(éntilabÆ) is written on two lines. After 113 the word =o›bdo! (gloss or parepigrafÆ) occupies the
middle of its own line. And there are several short four-syllable lines (107, 109, 117, 131, 136, 138,
22 At 215–216 the supplement mi!]|yo[n is very doubtful. The normal division (although the norm is not always
followed: see KB 1.350.3) would be mi|!yon, like 250 |!tv!, 336–337 xale|fyhi!. In any case, there is not enough room for
yo[n d]Òmoi!in (Hunt). If d]Òmoi!in is right, there is no room for any other letter except I. We might contemplate, as an
alternative, n]Òmoi!in.
23 In this fragment, I suggest that, instead of deleting 12 (Herwerden) or marking a lacuna before it (Radt), we transpose
it after 8: t¤! oÈx‹ t∞!de t∞! yeoË pÒro! (8) | §n yhr!¤n, §n broto›!in, §n yeo›! ênv; (12).
24 RhM 116 (1973) 113–126.
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140).25 The symbol G was written opposite the line numbered by Radt as 299, which is the 99th line
after the revised B, the 101st after the original B. Now, line 250 was omitted by the original scribe and
was written above the column by the second hand. But the stichometric symbols are written by the first
hand. Perhaps the scribe counted the lines for himself and did not merely reproduce symbols which he
found in his exemplar. For, if we discount line 250, we gain a figure of precisely 100 lines between the
original B and the G. The symbol D is written opposite the line numbered by Radt as 402. Here our
calculations are hampered by the loss of a small number of lines at the foot of col. xiii. Radt, in his note
on 349sqq., suggests the loss of 3 lines rather than 2: ‘cum col. praecedens 28, col. subsequens autem 26
versus contineat, hanc columnam 27 versuum fuisse veri simile est’. He may be right, but his reasoning
is not cogent, since col. vii contains 26 lines, col. viii 28. If 3 lines are lost at the foot of col. xiii, then
col. xiv will have ended with the 78th line after G. In Radt’s text, where D is opposite the 25th line of
col. xv, it will be opposite the 103rd line after G. In my arrangement, D will be opposite the 100th line
after G if we assume that line 379 is the 4th line of the column. If only two lines are lost at the foot of
col. xiii, we may assume that line 379 is the 5th line of the column. So (if the stichometric symbols are
reliable) col. xv began with the last two lines of the antistrophe, and either one or two trimeters, before
we reach the first surviving line, 379.
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25 For a speculative attempt to explain the precise logic behind the alternative locations see Walker 155–161.

